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▪Preferred markers, assays, reference values, 
least significant change

▪Guidelines and position statements  

▪Baseline assessment, treatment follow-up, 
drug holiday, post DMAB 

▪CKD-MBD

▪Regulatory issues



Vasikaran, Samuel D et al. “Practical Considerations for the Clinical Application of Bone Turnover Markers in Osteoporosis.” Calcified tissue 

international, 10.1007/s00223-021-00930-4. 30 Nov. 2021, doi:10.1007/s00223-021-00930-4
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Herrmann, Markus, and Markus J Seibel. “The amino- and carboxyterminal cross-linked telopeptides of 

collagen type I, NTX-I and CTX-I: a comparative review.” Clinica chimica acta; international journal of 

clinical chemistry vol. 393,2 (2008): 57-75. doi:10.1016/j.cca.2008.03.020
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Lorentzon, Mattias et al. “Algorithm for the Use of Biochemical Markers of Bone Turnover in the Diagnosis, Assessment and Follow-Up of Treatment for 

Osteoporosis.” Advances in therapy vol. 36,10 (2019): 2811-2824. doi:10.1007/s12325-019-01063-9

▪IDS-iSYS (immunodiagnostic systems)- Sheba

▪Roche –COBAS, Ichilov 

▪P1NP 

▪CTX



Lorentzon, Mattias et al. “Algorithm for the Use of Biochemical Markers of Bone Turnover in the Diagnosis, Assessment and Follow-Up of Treatment for 

Osteoporosis.” Advances in therapy vol. 36,10 (2019): 2811-2824. doi:10.1007/s12325-019-01063-9



▪ IDS-iSYS (immunodiagnostic systems)- Sheba

▪ Roche –COBAS, Ichilov (ref)

GM: geometric mean

Jørgensen, N R et al. “Comparison of two automated assays of BTM (CTX and P1NP) and reference 

intervals in a Danish population.” Osteoporosis international : vol. 28,7 (2017): 2103-2113. 

doi:10.1007/s00198-017-4026-z



▪ IDS-iSYS (immunodiagnostic systems)- Sheba

▪ Roche – Ichilov (OFELY study reference)

Garnero, P et al. “Markers of bone turnover predict postmenopausal forearm bone loss over 4 years: the OFELY study.” Journal of bone and mineral research : the 

official journal of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research vol. 14,9 (1999): 1614-21. doi:10.1359/jbmr.1999.14.9.1614

Garnero, P et al. “Biochemical markers of bone turnover, endogenous hormones and the risk of fractures in postmenopausal women: the OFELY study.” Journal of 

bone and mineral research : the official journal of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research vol. 15,8 (2000): 1526-36. doi:10.1359/jbmr.2000.15.8.1526



Fasting samples from 2308 individuals (1250 males and 1058 females, age 
range 24–76 years) participating in the Health2006 study were analyzed 
for CTX and P1NP using IDS-iSYS analyzer and the Cobas-Roche, 
people with osteoporotic treatment were excluded 

Jørgensen, N R et al. “Comparison of two automated assays of BTM (CTX and P1NP) and reference intervals in a Danish population.” Osteoporosis international : vol. 

28,7 (2017): 2103-2113. doi:10.1007/s00198-017-4026-z

IDS Roche



▪ “The statement that BTMs are bedevilled by large intra-individual 
variation has become accepted as fact, but we argue that this is not 
the whole picture and the effect of biological variation on BTMs 
should be treated in a nuanced way”

▪ European biological variation study (2020), 91 subjects from 6 labs, 
fasting blood samples were obtained weekly for 10 weeks and CV 
and LSC were calculated  

Vasikaran, Samuel D et al. “Practical Considerations for the Clinical Application of Bone Turnover Markers in Osteoporosis.” Calcified tissue international, 10.1007/s00223-021-

00930-4. 30 Nov. 2021, doi:10.1007/s00223-021-00930-4

Cavalier, E et al. “European Biological Variation Study (EuBIVAS): within- and between-subject biological variation estimates of β-isomerized C-terminal telopeptide of type I 

collagen (β-CTX), N-terminal propeptide of type I collagen (PINP), osteocalcin, intact fibroblast growth factor 23 and uncarboxylated-unphosphorylated matrix-Gla protein-a 

cooperation between the EFLM Working Group on Biological Variation and the International Osteoporosis Foundation-International Federation of Clinical Chemistry Committee on 

Bone Metabolism.” Osteoporosis international vol. 31,8 (2020): 1461-1470. doi:10.1007/s00198-020-05362-8

LSC
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▪2000: IOF1  

“Their clinical use in the management of the individual patient is not clearly defined and is a 
matter of debate” 

▪2011: IOF-NOF-IFCC2 (CTX and P1NP preferred)

“BTM hold promise in fracture risk prediction and for monitoring treatment. Uncertainties over 
their clinical use can be in part resolved by adopting international reference standards” 

▪2017: IOF-ESCEO (BP adherence)3

“the working group recommends measuring PINP and CTX at baseline and 3 months after

starting oral BP therapy to check for a decrease above the least significant change” 

▪2019: ESCEO4 

“In conclusion, the currently available evidence indicates that the principal clinical utility of 
BTMs is for monitoring oral bisphosphonate therapy”.

1. Delmas, P D et al. “The use of biochemical markers of bone turnover in osteoporosis. Committee of Scientific Advisors of the International Osteoporosis Foundation.” 

OI vol. 11 Suppl 6 (2000): S2-17. doi:10.1007/s001980070002

2. Vasikaran, S et al. “Markers of bone turnover for the prediction of fracture risk and monitoring of osteoporosis treatment: a need for international reference standards.” 

Osteoporosis international  vol. 22,2 (2011): 391-420. doi:10.1007/s00198-010-1501-1

3. Diez-Perez, A et al. “International Osteoporosis Foundation and European Calcified Tissue Society Working Group. Recommendations for the screening of adherence 

to oral bisphosphonates.” Osteoporosis international vol. 28,3 (2017): 767-774. doi:10.1007/s00198-017-3906-6

4. Lorentzon, Mattias et al. “Algorithm for the Use of Biochemical Markers of Bone Turnover in the Diagnosis, Assessment and Follow-Up of Treatment for 

Osteoporosis.” Advances in therapy vol. 36,10 (2019): 2811-2824. doi:10.1007/s12325-019-01063-9



▪European 20181

“BTM have some prognostic significance for fracture in situations where BMD is 
unavailable”

“Patients may be encouraged to adhere when presented with measurements of 
biochemical markers of bone turnover together with an explanation of how these 
measures relate to risk reduction.”

“Despite limited evidence, failure of treatment may be inferred when /// serial 
measurements of bone turnover markers are not suppressed by anti-resorptive 
therapy”

Kanis, J A et al. “European guidance for the diagnosis and management of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women.” Osteoporosis international : a journal established as result of 

cooperation between the European Foundation for Osteoporosis and the National Osteoporosis Foundation of the USA vol. 30,1 (2019): 3-44. doi:10.1007/s00198-018-4704-5



▪Endocrine society 20191

“Monitoring bone turnover markers is an alternative way of identifying poor 
response or nonadherence to therapy”

“Monitoring treatment with BTMs requires attention to detail. Changes can be 
compared only if the laboratory continues to use the same assay” 

“Some experts recommend measuring BTMs before and 3 to 6 months after 
starting treatment. If the change in markers exceeds the least significant 
change (40%), then one goal has been met. In women, a low risk of fractures 
while on treatment is associated with BTMs that are below the median of the 
reference interval for young women.”

Eastell, Richard et al. “Pharmacological Management of Osteoporosis in Postmenopausal Women: An Endocrine Society* Clinical Practice 

Guideline.” The Journal of clinical endocrinology and metabolism vol. 104,5 (2019): 1595-1622. doi:10.1210/jc.2019-00221



▪AACE/ACE 2020

“An additional potential use of BTMs is in the setting of a 
bisphosphonate drug holiday, where highly suppressed 
bone turnover (as compared with a baseline value) indicates 
continued antiresorptive effect and, theoretically, continued 
antifracture benefit.  However, presently, there are no peer-
reviewed trials supporting or refuting this approach”

Camacho, Pauline M et al. “AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGISTS/AMERICAN COLLEGE 

OF ENDOCRINOLOGY CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES FOR THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF 

POSTMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS- 2020 UPDATE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY.” Endocrine practice : official journal of 

the American College of Endocrinology and the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists vol. 26,5 (2020): 564-570. 

doi:10.4158/GL-2020-0524

BEL: best evidence level
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▪ To create baseline for follow-up

▪ To detect high turnover that will raise a suspicion of a secondary 
cause

▪ To improve fracture prediction (although not clinically mandatory)



Lorentzon, Mattias et al. “Algorithm for the Use of Biochemical Markers of Bone Turnover in the Diagnosis, Assessment and Follow-Up of Treatment for 

Osteoporosis.” Advances in therapy vol. 36,10 (2019): 2811-2824. doi:10.1007/s12325-019-01063-9



Black, Dennis M et al. “Effects of continuing or stopping alendronate after 5 years of treatment: the Fracture Intervention Trial Long-term 

Extension (FLEX): a randomized trial.” JAMA vol. 296,24 (2006): 2927-38. doi:10.1001/jama.296.24.2927

CTX





▪ 25 postmenopausal women, follow-up following 
single ZOL, CTX remained low 

Grey, Andrew et al. “The antiresorptive effects of a single dose of zoledronate persist for two years: a randomized, placebo-controlled trial in osteopenic postmenopausal 

women.” The Journal of clinical endocrinology and metabolism vol. 94,2 (2009): 538-44. doi:10.1210/jc.2008-2241

Reid, I R et al. “Reduction in the risk of clinical fractures after a single dose of zoledronic Acid 5 milligrams.” The Journal of clinical endocrinology and 
metabolism vol. 98,2 (2013): 557-63. doi:10.1210/jc.2012-2868

▪ Post-hoc, 1367 subjects from HORIZON and 
HORIZON-HIP, receiving single ZOL of the three 
planned, all clinical fractures 30 % less

Grey, Andrew et al. “Ten Years of Very Infrequent Zoledronate Therapy in Older Women: An Open-Label Extension of a Randomized Trial.” The Journal of 
clinical endocrinology and metabolism vol. 105,4 (2020): dgaa062. doi:10.1210/clinem/dgaa062

▪ 33 women, 5 years of follow-up following a 
single ZOL





▪ Japanese study, 207 patients 
randomized to TPTD or 
placebo for 12 month  

Krege, J H et al. “PINP as a biological response marker during teriparatide treatment for osteoporosis.” Osteoporosis international  vol. 25,9 (2014): 2159-71. 

doi:10.1007/s00198-014-2646-0

Tsujimoto, Mika et al. “PINP as an aid for monitoring patients treated with teriparatide.” Bone vol. 48,4 (2011): 798-803. doi:10.1016/j.bone.2010.12.006



https://data.health.gov.il/Drugs/index.html#!/byDrug

Chemo-similar

Bio-similar

PK/PD

PK/PD

+efficacy

Different regulatory pathways 



250 women and men, 52 weeks
Spine BMD

Hip BMD



▪For DMAB discontinuation  

Tsourdi, Elena et al. “Fracture risk and management of discontinuation of denosumab therapy: a systematic review and 

position statement by ECTS.” The Journal of clinical endocrinology and metabolism, dgaa756. 26 Oct. 2020, 

doi:10.1210/clinem/dgaa756



Janckila, Anthony J, and Lung T Yam. “Biology and clinical significance of tartrate-resistant acid phosphatases: new perspectives on an old enzyme.” Calcified 

tissue international vol. 85,6 (2009): 465-83. doi:10.1007/s00223-009-9309-8

Vasikaran, Samuel D et al. “Practical Considerations for the Clinical Application of Bone Turnover Markers in Osteoporosis.” Calcified tissue international, 

10.1007/s00223-021-00930-4. 30 Nov. 2021, doi:10.1007/s00223-021-00930-4







▪The modern automated assays are more reliable, the CV and 
LSC are lower than previously postulated (pre-analitic
conditions!)

▪Well-validated reference range should be used, and serial 
measurements preferably performed by the same method

▪ Baseline measurement can be of value to allow further 
monitoring, identification of pathological high turnover states 
and maybe to improve fracture prediction

▪Both LSC and lower half of the premenopausal range are 
acceptable approaches for monitoring oral BP treatment

▪BTM can aid in drug holiday-related decisions  

▪Although not formally recommended, a less frequent ZOL can 
be considered, possibly guided by BTMs

▪Some support TPTD anabolic effect monitoring

▪Crucial in DMAB – BP transition monitoring to identify 
rebound

▪Perhaps we need to balance the need for evidence with an 
understanding that this evidence is not going to emerge soon 
(or ever)? 




